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1.  INTRODUCTION 

England was on the edge of Europe, but tied to it by myriad links: political, 
diplomatic, dynastic, military, religious, ecclesiastic, intellectual, cultural, and com-
mercial. As an island (or rather part of an island), England had to rely on the sea for 
all foreign contacts, except with Scotland, which was commercially of small im-
portance and with which England was often at war. All other international contacts 
relied absolutely on maritime activity. This was underpinned by commercial ship-
ping, which was, in turn, underpinned by England’s large-scale exports of wool and 
cloth. Although England was a peripheral country to Europe, the extent of its di-
rect and active commercial links serves to emphasise the scale and sophistication of 
developments in European trade by the end of the middle ages; it also illuminates 
the breadth of the available knowledge of Europe and of international affairs avail-
able not only in intellectual and political circles but also to people of lower ranks 
who travelled on a regular basis for commercial purposes. 

The scale and extent of England’s overseas commerce meant there were plenty 
of ships (English and foreign) to service all England’s travel needs. Diplomats and 
royal messengers expecting to journey widely anywhere in northern Europe from 
Iberia to France, the Low Countries, Scandinavia and the Baltic would find plenti-
ful commercial shipping on all these routes. They might take passage on a normal 
trading voyage or, being on the king’s business, they might prefer to hire a whole 
ship. Royal administrators bound for Gascony or Calais had a similar choice. Mili-
tary expeditions were a different matter. They had a narrower geographical focus to 
France, Flanders, or Iberia and a much greater demand for capacity. Even King 
Henry V, who kept a core of royal ships, did not have enough ships to transport an 
army. Again commercial ships were used. Kings arrested privately owned ships to 
be troop transports, temporarily pulling them out of the commercial networks, but 
using them on routes the masters and crews knew well. Churchmen en route to 
Rome or Avignon, scholars en route to universities, pilgrims to Rome or Jerusalem 
generally used the short crossing to the Low Countries or Calais, served by frequent 
sailings, before picking up land routes south and east. Here it was particularly easy 
for them to find a passage on a commercial vessel, but pilgrims to Santiago de 
Compostela had a service all of their own. By the fifteenth century there are ar-
rangements which look like ‘package tours’ or even a ‘ferry service’ to La Coruña, 
as ship owners and masters bought licences to transport pilgrims directly from 
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English ports (mainly in the south and west) to Galicia. In the first half of the fif-
teenth century in busy Jubilee years (when St James’s day fell on a Sunday and extra 
indulgences were offered) fifty or sixty English ships would take 2,000 to 3,000 pil-
grims across the Bay of Biscay to La Coruña.1 Although it was on the edge of Eu-
rope, England’s commercial links were widespread, and all travellers to a variety of 
destinations could easily find commercial shipping on regular voyages with experi-
enced masters and crews. 

2.  SOURCES 

England’s commercial networks are well documented in many records, English 
and non-English alike. Across Europe treaties and diplomatic documents, royal, 
princely and municipal records, notarial documents, lawsuits, literary references, tax 
impositions and private papers show the extent to which merchants moved around, 
and record the presence of English merchants abroad and of foreign merchants in 
England. England itself has few private commercial papers, unlike some of the rich 
private archives in, say, Florence and Prato, but its government was well organised 
and many official financial, judicial, and administrative records survive to allow a 
detailed study of the extent and structure of English trade. Among England’s many 
records the customs accounts (which survive from the late thirteenth century in us-
able forms) are particularly useful for two reasons: they are national not just local 
accounts; and they offer the possibility of quantification on a national scale. 

England’s national customs system began with the taxation of wool exports in 
1275. The system was steadily extended to include exports and imports by foreign 
merchants (1303), all cloth exports (1347) and finally (from the later fourteenth 
century) all goods including those of English merchants, at first intermittently then 
permanently under the tax of tonnage and poundage. By the fifteenth century, 
therefore, all England’s foreign trade was liable to tax under one imposition or an-
other. The trade was channelled through fifteen designated head ports, running 
from Newcastle in the north-east to Bristol in the south-west.2 All exports and im-
ports had to clear customs in these designated head ports and the customs collec-
tors sent annual accounts back to the Exchequer. In the accounts the customs 
collectors recorded the names of the merchants liable for tax, the goods by amount 
and value, and the masters of ships involved. Some collectors also recorded the 
ships’ names and home ports and sometimes their destinations and last ports of 
call.3 At the Exchequer the accounts were audited and summaries were enrolled.4 
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century, in Pilgrimage Explored, ed. J. STOPFORD, York 1999, pp. 123-143 (at 130-131). 
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but the number settled at fifteen, some of which opened ‘member’ ports if trade was busy enough. 
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Of course the records are imperfect. They have to be used carefully. Not all in-
formation is available at the same date; it is easier to trace the goods taxed by the 
piece (wool, cloth, wine) than goods taxed by value; problems of licences of exemp-
tion, farming of taxes, negligence, corruption and smuggling have to be considered. 
Moreover, although the enrolled summaries are nearly complete, the original par-
ticulars of accounts sent in from the ports survive less well and have many gaps. 
Nonetheless there is enough good evidence to map out a national picture of the 
range and scale of England’s trading networks. While the riches of municipal and 
legal archives allow quantification for the trade of cities and relatively small areas 
elsewhere in Europe (as for instance when the temporary imposition of a tax on 
English cloth at Bergen-op-Zoom reveals the important information that between 
10,000 and 21,000 English broadcloths were imported there in 1495-9)5 the nation-
al picture is more completely quantifiable for England than for any other country in 
Europe. Here particular commodities by the piece and then all other commodities 
by value were burdened with consistent taxes all round the coast from Newcastle to 
Bristol. 

3.  PORTS 

This national customs system concentrated England’s overseas trade in certain 
centres (or nodes) more sharply than before. Most of the customs ports were cho-
sen because they were already busy, but the government action in making them cus-
toms ports further enhanced their importance in the international network and 
drew trade away from neighbouring ports. From these head customs ports goods 
were distributed or collected by road, river, and coastal routes. Some ports, such as 
London, which was also a major political, administrative and religious centre, had a 
variety of economic interests, but others, such as Hull, overwhelmingly depended 
on the sea. The accounts show the relative importance of these English ports and 
thus those areas most exposed to foreign contacts and influence. London, unsur-
prisingly, was by far the busiest port. Four hundred and sixty two ships arrived in 
nine months alone in 1390; 215 arrived in 1480-1 with foreign-owned goods alone.6 
London also had the widest range of contacts from Iceland to the eastern Baltic 
and the Mediterranean. Its dominance grew throughout the Middle Ages from han-
dling around one third of England’s foreign trade [by value] in the early fourteenth 
century to nearly two thirds by 1500.7 Other ports changed position over the years: 
Boston and King’s Lynn on the east coast had been very important wool ports, but 
as the wool trade declined, Hull, Southampton, and Bristol became the largest re-

                                                           
5 J.H. MUNRO, Bruges and the Abortive Staple in English Cloth: an incident in the shift of commerce from 

Bruges to Antwerp in the late fifteenth century, in “Revue Belge de philologie et d’histoire”, 44, 1966, pp. 
1137-1159 (at 1153, 1157). 

6 TNA E122/71/13; The Overseas Trade of London. Exchequer Customs Accounts 1480-1, ed. H.S. 
COBB, London 1990. 

7 M. KOWALESKI, The Maritime Trade Networks of Late Medieval London, in The Routledge Handbook of 
Maritime Trade Around Europe 1300-1600, W. BLOCKMANS, M. KROM, J. WUBS-MROZEWICZ eds., 
Abingdon 2017, pp. 383-410. 
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gional hubs of the fifteenth century. The provincial ports received many fewer 
ships than London. Hull, for example, received 80 to 90 arrivals a year in the late 
fourteenth century, and this dropped to only 40 in the hard times of the late fif-
teenth century. Each provincial port had its own characteristics and geographical 
interests, which we can illustrate from the customs accounts. Hull’s main activity 
was to northern, Baltic and Low Country ports, but it also sent a regular group of 
up to ten ships a year to Bordeaux for wine and a few Hull ships went to the 
Basque Provinces in the 1390s.8 Southampton was the centre for Italian and Cata-
lan ships that came to England. Bristol traded mainly in the Atlantic. Like Hull it 
sent ships to Iceland and Bordeaux; only very occasionally (as in 1468) a Bristol 
ship entered the Baltic;9 but Bristol had strong exposure to Gascony and to Spain 
and Portugal, especially after 1453 when the Iberian trade took the place of the lost 
Gascon connections. 

4.  SHIPPING 

Customs accounts are important for providing insights into English shipping, 
which was flexible and abundant. The total numbers and tonnage of English ship-
ping are not clear, but certainly there were many hundreds of vessels of decent size 
available to service England’s large and regular trade.10 Impressments for the 
transport of troops show fleets of 150-200 frequently mustered (and for the Crécy 
campaign nearly 700 were used). In the 1300s England sent around 300 ships a year 
to fetch wine from Bordeaux. Some of these, even then, were capable of loading 
over 300 tons, although most loaded between 100 and 150 tons. In the later four-
teenth and fifteenth centuries most of the major ports could muster around twenty 
large ships in a decade and to these should be added hundreds more of smaller 
coastal and fishing ships (often under 10 but also up to 20 tons).11 If needed, many 
of these could easily cross the Channel and North Sea for trade or as transports. 
Overall England’s commercial shipping in the Middle Ages may at times have lain 
between 1,000-2,000 vessels, similar to the numbers in the Elizabethan shipping 
survey of 1582.12  

                                                           
8 TNA E101 (Exchequer Accounts Various: Bordeaux) passim; E122/59/23, 59/25, 159/11, 60/2. 
9 Calendar of Patent Rolls (CPR) 1467-1477, London 1900, pp. 101, 168. 
10 Data lists of English ships have been compiled by C. LAMBERT et al. in The Merchant Fleet of 

Late Medieval and Tudor England 1400-1580, available from the University of Southampton at 
www.medievalandtudorhships.org. Publication of the conclusions drawn from the data is due in 
2019/20. 

11 For a discussion of the importance of coastal trade see M. KOWALESKI, Local Markets and 
Regional Trade in Medieval Exeter, Cambridge 1995, pp. 224-32; for fishing fleets see W.R. CHILDS, 
Fishing and Fisheries in the Middle Ages: The Eastern Fisheries, in The Commercial Sea Fisheries of England and 
Wales since 1300, D.J. STARKEY, C. REID, N. ASHCROFT eds., London 2000, pp. 19-23 and M. 
KOWALESKI, Fishing and Fisheries in the Middle Ages: The Western Fisheries, in The Commercial Sea Fisheries, 
cit., 23-8. 

12 I. FRIEL, The Good Ship, Ships, Building and Technology in England 1200-1520, London 1995, pp. 32, 
202. 
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Travellers on short routes to the Low Countries or Calais might have to wait 
only days for a ship to leave from their chosen port. Those travelling further might 
have to wait a few weeks, but would still have plenty of choice. They were able to 
travel with confidence, since the skills of the shipmasters and crews were honed 
through long and regular experience on the trade routes. The skills they developed 
have recently been analysed by Robin Ward and Maryanne Kowaleski, and a lively 
description of their abilities is in Chaucer’s portrait of the Shipman in the Prologue 
to his Canterbury Tales, a man described as familiar with havens and harbours from 
Gotland to Finisterre.13 Analyses of the customs accounts illustrate the patterns of 
shipping. Voyages took place all year round. Tramping voyages continued to occur, 
but the customs accounts show clearly that in the fourteenth century and even 
more strongly in the fifteenth century, the larger English ships were employed on a 
type of liner trade, with frequent and regular long distance return voyages between 
their home ports and Bordeaux, Lisbon, Seville, Iceland or the Baltic ports. Ship-
masters were active on these long-distance routes for decades and some seem to 
have become specialists on certain routes. For instance John Brand of Hull skip-
pered vessels for at least thirty years to Iceland and Bordeaux (1443-73),14 and Hen-
ry Baillie of Hull, who was born in Stolp (modern Słupsk) in Pomerania, emigrated 
to Hull, and took an oath of allegiance to Henry VI in 1455, operated on the same 
routes for a similar period (1443-72).15 These long-distance, regularly travelled voy-
ages were relatively safe and an analysis of Bristol voyages shows a very low loss 
rate across the Bay of Biscay in the 1480s. To assess possible loss rates a run of un-
broken accounts is necessary, preferably with stated destinations and last ports of 
call, and for routes with an established liner service, rather than a tramping trade. 
Bristol provides this for the two years 1485-7.16 Although the relevant accounts 
cover only two years, they provide an interesting snapshot. They record 28 outward 
voyages to Lisbon, Seville, and Huelva by 16 different masters and ships. At the 
end of the two years eight of the outward ships had not yet returned, but five of 
these may be discounted as the outward voyages were so close to the end of the ac-
count in 1487 that their return could not be expected on that account (moreover of 
these five, at least three returned safely as the ships and masters appear in the next 
surviving account (1492-3). Of the remaining three ships (which sailed earlier and 
whose returns are not recorded within these two accounts), two at least returned at 
some time as they also appear in the account for 1492-3. They may well have been 
engaged on more complex voyages like that of the Julian of Bristol in 1453, which 
was freighted from Bristol to Lisbon, then to Ireland, Plymouth and either Harfleur 

                                                           
13 R. WARD, The World of the Medieval Shipmaster, Woodbridge 2009; M. KOWALESKI, The Shipmaster 

as Entrepreneur in Medieval England, in Commercial Activity, Markets and Entrepreneurs in the Middle Ages, 
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or Middelburg without touching again at Bristol.17 Only one ship therefore is un-
traceable. If it was lost this would suggest a loss rate of 3.5%, no worse than rates 
for the 17th and even 19th centuries.18 With experience of sailing the Atlantic from 
Iceland to the Iberian coasts, it is not surprising that some English ships and mas-
ters could be persuaded to explore the possibility of voyages to the African coast 
and that early forays towards Newfoundland are well documented. 

5.  CHANGING PATTERNS OF GOODS 

Because customs accounts allow quantification, they show the movements in 
the relative importance of England’s goods, ports, and overseas market areas, 
which are intimately linked. England’s overseas markets changed from time to time 
according to what England had to offer as well as economic competition and polit-
ical pressures. English exports included a range of agricultural good (grain, especial-
ly in the thirteenth to early fourteenth century, ale, bacon, firewood), fish, and 
minerals (tin and lead), but the major exports were wool and woollen cloths. These 
essentially dictated the structure and pattern of trade and there was a major shift 
from fleece wool to cloth in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Throughout the 
period most of England’s wool went to the Low Country industries,19 so England 
and the Low Countries were always very closely tied in commercial matters. Cloth, 
however, could be sold much more widely, pulling English merchants, ships and 
shipmen to markets all over northern Europe; thus, as cloth exports rose, so the 
reliance on Low Country markets lessened and the importance of other markets 
grew. Low Country entrepôts always remained convenient, but more distant mar-
kets could supply England directly with raw materials such as dyes and wool-oil, 
timber, copper and iron, and luxuries such as linens, furs and wines.  

The shift between wool and cloth is clearly shown by the customs accounts.20 
Wool exports averaged some 26,600 sacks a year in the late thirteenth century and 
rose to average 34,700 sacks in the first decade of the fourteenth century, some-
times reaching over 40,000 sacks in a single year. This was the product of some 
7,000,000 to 8,000,000 sheep. It demanded hundreds of ships for carriage to the 
Low Countries and brought into England some £225,500 of silver annually. With 
this scale of income England could afford to buy any goods it wanted from raw 
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materials (timber, iron, dyes) to the richest luxuries (silks, brocades, spices, wines). 
Wool exports temporarily dropped back in the 1310s and 1320s to the levels of the 
1280s, recovered to a high level in the 1350s and 1360s (again sometimes reaching 
over 40,000 in a year), then dropped steadily away to average c. 8,000 sacks a year at 
the end of the fifteenth century. As wool dropped, exports of manufactured cloth 
began to rise. England had exported cloth for many years. In the thirteenth century 
English cloth had been bought in Italy and Iberia, but exports then declined in the 
later thirteenth century, presumably in the face of Flemish products. Despite Flem-
ish competition, however, some cloth exports had continued into the fourteenth 
century and by 1347 the revival of exports was large enough and visible enough for 
the government to tax them. Thereafter we can trace their rise in the customs ac-
counts. After a slow start after 1347, no doubt due to the disruption by the Black 
Death, exports rose quickly to reach 40,000 cloths before 1400 and, with ups and 
downs, nearly 60,000 in the 1440s and again in the 1490s. With this shift in exports, 
the pattern of English trade had to change. Flanders specifically forbade the import 
of English cloth and this encouraged English trade with other areas. Larger num-
bers of English merchants and ships went beyond the short hop to the Low Coun-
tries. And although the exports of cloth did not fully make up for the export of raw 
wool by weight until the beginning of the sixteenth century, the income from wool 
and cloth together continued to keep the English trade balance favourable 
throughout the fifteenth century. 

The customs accounts do not tell us about the qualities and types of wool and 
cloth exported, but many other sources amplify our knowledge. English cloth was 
attractive. It varied in weight and type: a little top quality scarlet was produced, but 
most exports were in the middle broadcloth or lighter ranges. An important point 
to make is that much of English cloth was dyed and finished. The customs ac-
counts, so useful for the scale of cloth exports, reveal relatively little about the final 
dyeing and finishing of the cloth. Sometimes they describe types of cloth (narrow 
cloths, blankets, russets, kerseys) and sometimes provenance (Guildfords, Exeter 
rolls, Coggeshalls), but mostly they simply describe the cloth by its three tax catego-
ries (in grano, de dimidio grano, and sine grano; that is whether or not any scarlet kermes 
dye, known as grain, had been used on the cloth). Some early writers on the cloth 
trade took sine grano to mean ‘without dye’, and thus believed that almost all English 
cloth exports were unfinished,21 but this is not so. Cloth sine grano could be any col-
our (including dyed red with madder) but had no admixture of the expensive ker-
mes dye in it.22 The tax categories identified the cloth in this way, because it was 
assumed that the most expensive dye would only be used on the most expensive 
cloths, which could therefore bear a higher tax rate. English exporters paid 2s 4d 
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per cloth dyed wholly in grain, 1s 9d for cloth dyed partly in grain, and 1s 2d for 
cloths without any use of grain. Alien merchants paid at the rates of 3s 6d, 2s 7d, 
and 1s 9d.23 The customs collectors recorded tax categories and were not interested 
in what colour the cloths were.  

 Many other records, however, reveal the English dyeing and finishing indus-
tries. English tax lists reveal not only dyers and listers but also fullers, walkers amd 
shearmen among English occupations and surnames,24 and large amounts of woad, 
alum, kermes and madder were imported for the dye houses. We can see the range 
of colours in records of sales. For example, in 1394-5 in York 3,087 cloths were 
exposed for sale of which 83 % were dyed in blues, reds, and greens; 12% were 
specified a ‘white’ (but not necessarily unfinished) and the colours of 5% are not 
stated.25 Law suits in 1458 over alleged illegal sales (by alien merchant to alien mer-
chant) in London show that Simone Larcario of Genoa had purchased 132 cloths 
of assize in a wide range of shades of blue, green, red, tawny and grey; not one was 
undyed.26 In a further 45 cases in 1458 over illegal credit sales by Englishmen to 
Italians, at least 613 (73%) of the broadcloths sold to them were coloured; the col-
ours of the rest were unspecified – none was said to be white.27 Finishing by nap-
ping and shearing could take place before or after dyeing, or indeed be done twice, 
and it is unlikely that dyed cloth was not fully finished, especially if it was exported 
to destinations without highly skilled cloth industries of their own. Only in the sec-
ond half of the fifteenth century did unfinished exports grow, in accordance with 
agreements made in the Low Countries. Antwerp in particular became a major cen-
tre for exports of unfinished English cloth, and even Flanders finally permitted 
English cloth imports, provided that the finishing was done by its industries.28 The 
export of unfinished cloth to the Low Countries brought strong opposition from 
English finishers. Legislation forbade the export of yarn and unfinished cloth in 
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Textiles, ed. D. JENKINS, Cambridge 2003, pp. 228-386 at pp. 292-6; J. PUTTEVILS, Merchants and Trading 
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1467 and 1487,29 but it was hard to enforce the regulations against the English 
Merchant Adventurers who wanted to export unfinished cloth, believing that the 
industries in Antwerp were better able to judge the fashions and colour demands of 
the eastern Continental markets.30 Other markets continued to buy finished cloth. 
Italian and Iberian purchases show the great range of colours and Iberian royal 
purchases indicate high quality. The royal household of Navarre in the early four-
teenth century bought at least three shades of red, three of green, four of blue, and 
turquoise and violet as well as browns, blacks, greys and finished whites (suitable 
for clothing the queen and infantas and for a gift to the Bishop of Bayonne). The 
Castilian monarchs between 1492-6 also bought English reds and greens. Italian 
merchants in London in 1458 handled blues (plunket and blod), greens (grass 
green, gaudy green, green medleys), reds (red and crimson), grey musterdevilliers, 
and something called ‘lion’s skin’.31 In the absence of private mercantile papers it is 
not easy to be sure of the relationship of the English ports and the production in 
their hinterlands. Was England’s cloth industry producer- or consumer-led? Port 
and hinterland are, of course, intimately linked and it is most likely that what 
reached the market was a blend of the two. It is not clear which dominated, but ul-
timately producers could only prosper if they offered goods that sold. In some rec-
ords it is clear that overseas merchants wrote to their agents to specify the cloth 
they wanted. In 1458 a Toulouse merchant ordered three pink and one red cloth of 
England of specified (finished) quality from his contact in Pau and in 1470 Juan de 
Medina wrote from Lepe to Juan Seboll, his partner in London, to say that if Seboll 
was going to send more cloths to Spain he should send musterdevillers, fine Bridg-
water straits, good kersies, white russets and bright greens.32 Similarly the exports of 
unfinished cloth to Antwerp at the end of the fifteenth century increased because 
the demands from Antwerp buyers were transmitted to English producers. 

Many other patterns appear through the customs accounts. They show for in-
stance the constant imports of industrial raw materials (dyes and mordants for the 
cloth industry, iron and timber) as well as luxuries (silks, spices, and wine) and small 
consumer goods (tiles, pots, locks, bells etc). They show the share of trade in the 
hands of English and foreign merchants and the share of trade carried by English 
and foreign shipping. English ships dominated few routes, except those to Bor-
deaux before 1453 and to Iceland for much of the fifteenth century. On all other 
routes they sailed alongside ships of other nations, which were also frequent visi-
tors to English ports. The role that English ships played in different ports varied 
widely. Where customs collectors recorded homeports of shipping, as in Bristol and 
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Hull, these patterns of English and foreign shipping can be quite precisely plotted, 
where accounts record ships only by masters’ names precise detail is lost (see Tab. 1).  

Unfortunately London and Southampton are among those whose accounts 
rarely record homeports. Nonetheless, the names and cargoes allow a general pic-
ture to emerge and Professor Harding has estimated that up to 45% of shipping at 
London in 1390-1 might be from the Low Countries.33 A rare account with 
homeports provides a sharper picture for London for 1480-1. The general pattern 
revealed in the customs accounts overall is as one might expect: ships of Holland, 
Zeeland, Germany and Baltic ports were particularly busy in English east coast 
ports while Iberians and Bretons were more frequent in the south-west and Italians 
used Southampton and London.34 Foreign shipping movements in the accounts il-
lustrate very well the extent and frequency of geographical contacts made in Eng-
lish ports but movements do not necessarily reflect the percentage of trade carried. 
Despite the level of foreign shipping and surges of foreign competition, English 
merchants held their own in cargo handling. They rarely handled less than 50 per 
cent of cloth exports and of inward and outward trade by value and often handled 
and carried over 60 per cent. 35 This is well illustrated by Hull, where local men 
supplied under 50% of shipping but controlled 60-80 % of trade (see Tab. 1 and 2). 
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6. GEOGRAPHICAL RANGE OF ENGLAND’S TRADE NETWORK 

In the thirteenth and early fourteenth century England’s direct trade network 
was already wide. Whether goods were handled and carried by English or foreign 
merchants and ships, the network of direct contacts stretched from Scandinavia to 
the Mediterranean, but undoubtedly at this period the Low Countries dominated. 
By c. 1400, with the growth of cloth exports, England’s trade was more evenly 
spread, English activity had increased beyond the Low Countries, and by the end of 
the fifteenth century there was a perceptible shift to the west. It may seem that 
English merchants and seamen were unadventurous in the thirteenth century, be-
cause their trade was so closely focussed on the Low Countries. And why should it 
not be? That was where English wool sold best and it also housed the great entre-
pôt of Bruges and the lesser ports of the Scheldt estuary, from which English mer-
chants could obtain goods from all over the then known world. English ships and 
merchants could, therefore, make a good living just shuttling back and forth across 
the relatively risk-free Narrow Seas. However, there had always been some mer-
chants who ventured further and as English exports moved from wool to cloth in 
the fourteenth century, so more merchants joined them, expanding especially into 
the Baltic Sea and Iberia, where they were well placed to benefit from the late-
medieval Iberian economic expansion. In the last two centuries of the middle ages, 
therefore, England’s regular direct maritime contacts were with very diverse places, 
from undeveloped Iceland to highly sophisticated Italy.  

As well as this overall geographical expansion of English activity, England’s 
trade network was also constantly shifting emphasis internally in response to eco-
nomic and political pressures. To illustrate these short and medium term changes 
within the overall expansion, we need to look at England’s contacts from north to 
south in a little more detail. To the immediate north was Scotland, but Anglo-
Scottish trade was thin because of the Anglo-Scottish wars and Scotland’s French 
alliance. Even in the 1460s, after the end of the Hundred Years War, relatively few 
Scottish ships came into English ports, preferring their well-established trade in the 
Low Countries.36 Across the sea, Scandinavian links with Norway, Denmark, and 
Gotland remained from the Viking period. Scandinavian trade was still strong in 
eastern ports in the early fourteenth century, when ships of Trondheim and Bergen 
came to Hull and Lynn with stockfish, timber, butter and skins. English ships and 
merchants also sailed the route, but found themselves under increasing pressure 
from Hanseatic (especially Lübeck) expansion into Denmark and Norway in the 
late fourteenth century and Bergen (where Hanse merchants held a privileged posi-
tion) became uncomfortable for the English. By c. 1400 some English merchants 
went directly to Iceland for their stockfish and the fifteenth century became known 
as Iceland’s ‘English century’.37 Other English merchants, however, remained at 
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Bergen, especially those of King’s Lynn who also worked extensively with Lübeck 
merchants. Anglo-German trade was also longstanding. Until the thirteenth century 
this had been mainly via the Rhine or through Hamburg, but as German merchants 
moved along the southern Baltic shores, so direct Anglo-Baltic trade increased 
there for timber, osmund, iron, copper and potash. Much of this trade was in Han-
seatic ships until the mid to late fourteenth century, when (in the 1360s and 1370s) 
the English made a determined effort to expand into the Baltic and settled especial-
ly in Gdańsk. By the mid-fifteenth century, however, Hanseatic protective regula-
tions (and some violence) had curtailed English activity in Baltic trade. Many fewer 
English ships and merchants sailed there, although English cloth exports continued 
to do very well, largely in the hands of Hanseatic merchants.38 Further south, all the 
Low Country provinces attracted English trade. Flanders absorbed much wool, alt-
hough it rejected English cloth; Holland and Zeeland took cloth (some to pass into 
Germany) and increasing amounts of wool for their developing cloth industry; Bra-
bant likewise imported and transferred English cloth and Antwerp became a con-
siderable centre for finishing English cloth at the end of the fifteenth and beginning 
of the sixteenth century.  

At Bruges, then Antwerp, and at smaller ports such as Middelburg, Bergen-op-
Zoom, and Dordrecht English merchants bought in return all types of goods, some 
brought long distances from Scandinavia, Germany, Poland, Iberia and Italy and 
others produced in the Low Countries or nearby: linens, madder, onions, garlic, 
beer, tiles, pots, Liège metal work. Although England had to look further afield for 
cloth markets as exports rose, the Low Countries nonetheless remained a major fo-
cus for the English. To the south and west, France was much less important to 
England in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries because trade was severely cur-
tailed by the Hundred Years War. The capture in 1336 of Calais (which became 
England’s wool staple from the 1360s) gave England a foothold on French territory 
and Henry V’s conquest of Normandy reopened trade directly across the Channel, 
but in the late middle ages England’s only important trade destination in France 
was Bordeaux in English Gascony. Gascon wine had attracted over 300 English 
ships a year to Bordeaux in the early 1300s (one third of the total shipping there at 
that time), but the beginning of the Anglo-French war had cut Bordeaux’s wine ex-
ports by two thirds. This remaining trade, however, was dominated by the English. 
English ships carried between 70 and 85 per cent of Bordeaux’s wine exports, and 
if ships of Wales, Ireland and Bayonne are included then ships of English territories 
exported 80-94 per cent.39  

The end of the Hundred Years War badly disrupted this trade again when Eng-
land lost Gascony in 1453 and radically altered trade routes in the Channel and Bay 
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of Biscay. But the political changes and subsequent truces brought compensation in 
the form of increased trade with Normandy, Brittany, La Rochelle and Castile. The 
re-opening of Anglo-Castilian trade was particularly important. Anglo-Iberian trade 
had been strong in the later thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. Much was 
with the Basque Provinces and dominated by the Basques, but the activity of Eng-
lish merchants grew in the mid-fourteenth century (somewhat earlier than it did in 
the Baltic). There is evidence for English activity in Castile 1311 and 1338, but it 
increased in the 1350s and English merchants were busy in Lisbon and Seville by 
1369.40 Trade with Castile, however, faded thereafter when Castile became an ally 
of France in the Hundred Years War in 1369. Some trade could continue during 
truces and Italian ships that called at Andalusian ports continued to bring southern 
goods, but it was not until the end of the war and the new treaty with Castile in 
1466 that England’s trade with Castile took off once more. In the 1480s and 1490s 
Basques flooded into London and an English ‘colony’ resident in Seville began to 
rival that in Lisbon. Anglo-Portuguese trade, already long-standing by the mid-
fourteenth century, had benefitted from the Anglo-Castilian difficulties. It supplied 
many of the southern goods the English wanted (oil, kermes dye, fruit and wine); 
and the marriage of Phillippa of Lancaster to João Aviz and subsequent Anglo-
Portuguese alliances secured the trade. From the later fourteenth century English 
merchants established a permanent resident group in Lisbon.  

On all these more northerly routes, of course, English ships sailed alongside 
those of other nationalities from all over Europe; only in their captive markets at 
Calais and Bordeaux did English merchants and ships dominate. Further south, 
however, the picture was different. As yet, the route into the Mediterranean was 
rarely sailed by English ships. Direct contacts were strong, regular and frequent, but 
largely handled by Italian ships and merchants, supplemented by those from Barce-
lona and the Basque Provinces. Italy as a historical, geographical and intellectual en-
tity was very familiar to English people,41 but so also were the legal and political 
independence and varied commercial offerings of individual city states. The term 
‘Italy’ was used alongside specific references to Italian cities. For example, in Chau-
cer’s time merchants from Florence,42 Lucca, Genoa, Milan, Venice, Pisa, Pistoia, 
and Bologna might be found in London, and Chaucer was comfortable describing 
Dante as both ‘the grete poete of Ytaille’ and ‘the wise poete of Florence’.43 An 
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anonymous writer of verses on ‘A trade policy’ in the mid-fifteenth century includ-
ed ‘Italy’ in his list of markets for English cloth: 

 
 ‘Prus-londe, florence, venyse and Iene, 
 Melane, Catelony and all ytally. 
 

The use of ‘Italy’ was not only a literary convention. The imposition of a tax on 
aliens resident in England in 1488 included every ‘Venycian, Italyan, Januez, Flor-
entyne, Mylener, Cateloner, Albertyn, and Lombard’; exemption from tunnage and 
poundage duties in 1488 was granted in response to a petition of ‘mercatorum na-
tionis Italiae, Venetorum vocatorum ‘Venitians’, Januensum vocatorum ‘Janueyes’, 
Florentinorum vocatorum ‘Florentynes’, Lucansium vocatorum ‘Lucans’; and Pro-
fessor Fusaro has drawn attention to the sense of unity and cooperation which 
could occur among the city states themselves when abroad.44 

 A few individual English ships and masters can be traced in the Mediterranean 
from the late fourteenth century and a few English merchants travelled on the ships 
of Genoa, Venice, or Savona, even before the well-known expeditions of Robert 
Sturmy of Bristol took English merchants and ships into the Mediterranean,45 but it 
was not until the sixteenth century that English ships became familiar there. None-
theless in the early fourteenth century the anonymous author of The life of Edward II 
wrote rather oddly of large numbers of Englishmen in every country around the 
Mediterranean, well known for deceit and non-payment of debts;46 but perhaps he 
meant pilgrims and churchmen? 

Commercial networks of course extended beyond maritime areas into hinter-
lands, but it is not usual to find English merchants beyond the ports. It is true that 
Danzigers complained of English merchants travelling down the Vistula to Krakow 
(when they should go no further than Torun); probably more went into Flanders 
and northern Germany, given the intensity of activity in the Low Countries; possi-
bly some English merchants went further into Gascony; but there is little evidence 
of merchants beyond Lisbon and Oporto, nor of ventures within Castile once trade 
was re-opened, unless merchants needed to seek help from royal courts. On the 
whole most English merchants did not go far from the coasts. 

The documentary evidence for the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries shows a 
clear picture of steady geographical expansion of English commercial activity but 
within this general expansion, there were constant shifts of emphasis with short and 
medium term adjustments, as the above brief survey shows. The main pressures for 
these changes were changing commodities, economic competition, and political al-
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of Biscay. But the political changes and subsequent truces brought compensation in 
the form of increased trade with Normandy, Brittany, La Rochelle and Castile. The 
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and the marriage of Phillippa of Lancaster to João Aviz and subsequent Anglo-
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anonymous writer of verses on ‘A trade policy’ in the mid-fifteenth century includ-
ed ‘Italy’ in his list of markets for English cloth: 

 
 ‘Prus-londe, florence, venyse and Iene, 
 Melane, Catelony and all ytally. 
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fessor Fusaro has drawn attention to the sense of unity and cooperation which 
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liances and wars. The relationships of each of these with the others and with other 
general and local pressures in individual markets were complex, but nonetheless, in 
broad and simple terms, it is possible to see that the most important pressures var-
ied in different areas. In the north economic competition became the main prob-
lem. English ships and merchants, who had successfully followed the Hanse into 
the Baltic in the mid-fourteenth century, were then curbed there in the fifteenth 
century by Hanse protective restrictions (which sometimes spilled into violence); 
similarly the privileged position of the Hansards in Scandinavia gave them a com-
petitive edge, which helped push the English into the direct Icelandic trade. Further 
south, in the Low Country trade, the most important overall pressure was probably 
the change in England’s exports. Political pressures in Anglo-Flemish relations and 
the Burgundian take-over were clearly very important, but the shift from wool to 
cloth lessened the centrality of Flanders and made Holland, Zeeland and Brabant 
(especially Antwerp) more attractive, both as markets in themselves and as transit 
points to inland Europe. Further west politics and war played a particularly influen-
tial part. The Hundred Years War had had great influence on Anglo-Gascon and 
Anglo-Castilian trade and its end effectively re-orientated England’s western trade. 
A major re-alignment took place with the loss of Gascony in 1453 and the new An-
glo-Castilian treaty in 1466. The shift from Gascon to Iberian trade is especially 
clear at Bristol, where the customs accounts specify destinations of exports. There 
in the late fourteenth century nearly 50 per cent of cloth exports went to Gascony 
and 24 per cent to Iberia, evenly split between Castile (during truces) and Portugal; 
at the end of the fifteenth century 84 per cent went to Iberia (two-thirds now to 
Castile) and only 6 per cent went to Gascony.47  

For England’s future trade the shift was extremely important as the whole of 
the Iberian Peninsula was re-opened to English activity, as were commercial oppor-
tunities there, just as Atlantic expansion began to take off in earnest in the 1480s. 

Despite gaps in the records and changes in emphasis in the markets over time 
(as noted above), it is possible to make educated estimates for the overall im-
portance of England’s trading areas. On the whole the results are unsurprising. In 
the thirteenth to early fourteenth century England’s overseas trade was widely 
spread but undoubtedly the Low Countries dominated; by the fifteenth century, 
however, with the growth of the cloth trade, the trade was more evenly spread. 
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Map 1.  England’s regular trade routes in the 15th century 

 

Eastward trade nonetheless remained very important because the Low Coun-
tries always took some 80% of English wool and at least 20 to 25% of English 
cloth went eastwards to the Low Countries, the Baltic or inland Germany (often in 
the hands of Hanse merchants). Westward and southward trade, however, became 
increasingly significant. Gascony always supplied some 90 per cent of England’s 
wine. Italian ships by the mid fifteenth century often loaded 20 per cent of English 
wool and up to 25 per cent of English cloth exports for the Mediterranean (and al-
so sent wool and cloth overland). Iberian trade had ups and downs, but grew in 
importance at the end of the fifteenth century, when Castilian merchants alone 
could export 10-15 per cent of England’s cloth,48 (to which must be added Portu-
guese exports and English exports to Iberia).  
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Map 2.  Areas of  regular direct contact for English shipping in the 13th and 15th 

centuries 

 

7.  IMPACT? INFLUENCES? INTEGRATION? 

With a maritime network so widespread, constant and yet diverse, England can 
illustrate many of the themes proposed for discussion at the Prato 2018 conference, 
whether on practical organisational matters such as free trade or protection, on 
economic matters such as complementary markets, or more intangible matters of 
cultural exchanges and influences. To make comparisons we need to look beyond 
England (as this conference invites us to do), but here I will draw attention to a 
handful of topics from the English perspective. 

The movement of people took places at all levels of society. The international 
exchange of ‘high culture’ that shaped much of English history took place among 
the higher ranks of society at court or within the church and universities and gener-
ally involved a smallish number of people. In these connections, however, com-
merce was important in that commercial ships carried the people, their ideas, books 
and luxury life-styles. Moreover, kings, nobles, diplomats and churchmen were ac-
companied by retinues, escorts and servants, thus regularly bringing lower ranks in-
to the travelling class. Pilgrimage spread travel further down the social ranks and 
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military expeditions, rather intermittently, also brought thousands of Englishmen to 
France, Flanders, and Iberia. The movement of people was, however, even more 
integral to trade, and it was trade that arguably gave England its most regular and 
socially widespread connections abroad. Year after year hundreds of merchants and 
probably thousands of seamen moved between ports, staying for longer or shorter 
times, sometimes emigrating, marrying, bringing up families. Despite some brief 
flurries of anti-alien sentiments, port towns were cosmopolitan places.49 Immi-
grants and visitors worked within broadly familiar commercial structures, but would 
have to learn to adapt to the variations in laws, regulations, practices and proce-
dures of the ports they visited. They would both adapt to and absorb local practic-
es, food, and styles, and take their own social practices with them.  

1. Organisation 

England’s trade was strongly regulated. English kings imposed a national cus-
toms system and legislated on weights, measures, and qualities. They favoured regu-
lation in order to protect their own trade income; after all they drew up to half their 
regular revenue from trade duties. They also legislated on who might handle ex-
ports, not always in favour of English merchants. It was the king’s choice whether 
to favour English or foreign merchants, whichever best protected royal revenue. In 
1303 the Carta Mercatoria favoured foreign merchants in return for extra customs 
duties50 and at various times in the fourteenth century wool exports were placed in 
the hands of foreigners, but there was no sign in England of merchants surpassing 
royal power. English kings might consult them and might be influenced by mer-
chant groups such as the Londoners, the wool exporters, the Italian companies, but 
the actions they took all served royal interests; they kept the regulation of interna-
tional trade firmly in their own hands. Close contact between different regions does 
not seem to have radically altered political or legal structures to produce compatible 
systems in which the merchants worked. Although England used what it called ‘law 
merchant’ in urban courts and in royal courts where applicable, but this was not 
part of a pan-European code (except perhaps in the principles of speed, fairness 
and acceptable forms of proof), it was rather an adaption of common law courts to 
accommodate merchants’ needs.51 An exception might be in the common use of 
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the judgments of Oléron, which were widely known in the shipping world of 
northern Europe,52 but most merchants simply became adept at operating within 
the legal structures of the foreign country they were in. Just as they adapted to local 
currencies, weights and measures, they learnt how to use local systems rather than 
to copy or change them. As for business organisation, although English merchants 
were exposed to Italian business practices, they developed no great companies like 
the Italians, instead organising through small family businesses and partnerships 
more appropriate to its scale of trade. Nonetheless, English merchants were capa-
ble, on occasion, of raising great financial sums, as did William de la Pole and other 
financiers for Edward III.53 They were also used to co-operative action through the 
Company of the Staple and (later) the Company of Merchant Adventurers. At the 
Staple they elected their own mayor, agreed their own regulations, and finally took 
over the financing of the Calais garrison from the Crown.54 English merchants 
freely used credit, drew on Italian bankers if necessary, and adopted double entry 
book-keeping through Spain, calling it accounting in the ‘Spanish method’.55  

2. Commercial interdependence 

Commercial interdependence between England and its markets was widely vis-
ible. Bi-lateral interdependence was particularly strong on some routes, notably to 
Gascony and Flanders. England imported some 90 per cent of its wine from Gas-
cony before 1453, sending in return cereals, fish, and (later) cloth. It rarely exported 
less than 80 per cent of its wool to the Low Countries, taking in return at first cloth 
and then a wide miscellany of general goods. In both areas political interests were 
also important, and trade was inextricably entwined with political relations between 
England and France. But, when political relationships turned sour, as when Eng-
land lost Gascony in 1453, the complementary products often ensured that trade 
continued, although temporarily disrupted. England’s Icelandic trade was similarly 
bound up with one major commodity – the import of stockfish – and the domi-
nance of English merchants there led to the fifteenth century there being described 
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as ‘the English century’. Elsewhere trade links were less dominated by one com-
modity, but profits from England’s cloth secured the goods it could not produce 
itself. Geographical imperatives coloured these trade routes. Forest products and 
metals came from the Baltic; iron from the Basque Provinces, and kermes dye, olive 
oil, cork, fruits, and wines from southern Iberia. Although both England and Cas-
tile produced wool for Flanders, this seems to have been no problem, probably be-
cause the Castilian wool was introduced to take the place of English wool, rather 
than pushing it from the market.  

Wider interdependence is especially clear in the cloth industry. The English in-
dustry had excellent supplies of domestic wool, but relied on Portugal and Andalu-
sia for kermes dye; on Picardy, then Lombardy, then Toulouse for woad; on Iberia 
for wool oil, and (despite English deposits) on distant Asia Minor for alum. This 
pan-European inter-connection is even clearer in the Low Country cloth industries, 
which similarly depended on international supplies including even raw wool. Both 
England and Flanders then depended on international sales of their cloth, and 
might copy products to suit their markets: English cloth makers copied French 
styles with their chalons in the thirteenth century and their musterdevilliers in the 
fifteenth. 

3. Immigration 

The movement of people is integral to trade, and the movement of Englishmen 
abroad and foreigners to England as both visitors and immigrants is easy to find in 
many records. Trade was arguably the most important activity that exposed the 
largest groups of ‘ordinary folk’ to regular and widespread foreign influences. Many 
merchants and seamen were temporary residents in other countries, but visits were 
regular and frequent, year after year, and could last weeks or even months. Alt-
hough turn-round times in ports could be short, charter-parties for large ships on 
major routes usually allowed for up to a month in port for loading and unloading, 
and ships might be delayed even longer by weather or the need for repairs. In these 
cases those aboard had plenty of time to absorb local customs and language, espe-
cially as some were regular visitors. Bristol’s shipmasters and seamen, for instance, 
were particularly familiar with Bordeaux, Lisbon and Andalusian ports. Similarly 
those from Hull regularly sailed to Iceland and Bordeaux. They came to know not 
only the seas, but the customs and people of the ports where they frequently 
stayed. Some merchants, factors and junior partners stayed longer, sometimes mar-
rying abroad. Some emigrated for life. In England, Italian merchants were deeply 
embedded in London parishes; and regulations on hosting and the taxation of al-
iens in England show the range of foreigners living here in the fifteenth century.56 
In Portugal English merchants were resident in Lisbon, some staying long enough 
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to be granted tax exemptions and the right to bear arms in the city; and in London 
Bartholomew James, a well-established London merchant, described himself as 
‘born in Lisbon of an English father’.57 To the east, John Kempe of King’s Lynn 
spent years in Gdansk, where he married and had a daughter before bringing his 
wife home to meet his parents in 1431.58 

4. Social and cultural practices 

These exchanges made ports very cosmopolitan places and social and cultural 
practices could easily spread, but how deeply did they become imbedded? The easi-
est influences to find are in material matters. Societies on both sides of the North 
Sea, for example, used similar food, clothes and fashions. The English began to 
drink beer and then to make it. They wore Flemish hats, built in brick, bought me-
morial brasses in the German or Flemish style in East Anglia, and at Ipswich Low 
Country influences are visible in its urban dramas. But how far artistic influences 
relate to trade is difficult to say. Flemish influences in English manuscript illumina-
tions are clear from c. 1340-1370, but before then French and Italian influences 
were more important.59 In the reverse direction and to Scandinavia, we can see re-
flections of English style in the octagon and choir of Trondheim cathedral and 
English-influenced painted altar frontals elsewhere in Norway;60 English alabasters 
still grace Holar Cathedral, and traces of English romances can be found in fif-
teenth century Iceland.61 Changing artistic styles undoubtedly had something to do 
with ease of contact, but how much did it depend on trade? Memorial brasses could 
be imported, but manuscript illuminators were highly trained specialists who had to 
migrate. Language influences similarly raise questions. The greatest linguistic im-
pacts in England came from invasions by Vikings and Normans, and many of the 
English merchant class would have spoken some French as well as English. Com-
mercial influence was minor in comparison with that, but it did introduce new 
words. Imports brought their names with them: Baltic timber brought with it 
clapholt, righolt, and wainscot;62 Italian ships in Southampton brought words for 
handling cargo (stives, barkroll, arigon, pewtrelle) which were regularly used in local 
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accounts;63 all ports show macaronic language in their customs accounts.64 Many of 
the greatest intellectual and cultural influences that shaped English history tended 
to take place at the higher political, ecclesiastical and intellectual levels. All that 
commerce did here was to provide the means of transport for people, manuscripts 
and books. 

8.  CONCLUSION 

England, as an island, depended on the sea for all its international contacts ex-
cept those with Scotland. These contacts were underpinned by a large and flexible 
fleet of commercial shipping, which was itself underpinned by England’s thriving 
exports of wool and woollen cloth. England’s direct commercial networks stretched 
all over Europe. In the northern seas English ships and merchants were very active 
in the network, in Iceland, Scandinavia, the Baltic, the Low Countries, France and 
Iberia, always, of course, alongside other nationalities. Further south, England’s di-
rect maritime contacts with the Mediterranean were largely in the hands and ships 
of Italians, supplemented by Catalan and Basque activity, although a few individual 
English merchants and ships can be found there before the sixteenth century. 
Through its trade England was thus exposed to many international contacts. There 
were, of course, many other important channels of contact through court and 
church, but arguably commerce was the most important of all, providing not only 
the means of transport for all social ranks, but also (through seamen and port 
workers) drawing the largest numbers of the lower ranks of society into contact 
with other people and lands. English ports were thus exposed to a wide range of 
influences, yet one can ask how quickly this brought change. Although English 
ports were exposed to a wide range of influences, change beyond the material 
world was slow. Fashions, new goods, new words could be quickly adopted, but the 
structures of law, politics and language remained more stable. The commercial clas-
ses, after all, were a minority of the population and change beyond the material 
world moved more slowly. 

One final point must be made. This overview shows England at the centre of 
its traditional commercial network – one that had been in existence for centuries; 
but all this was about to change. Atlantic exploration, predominantly by the Iberi-
ans, was already opening new routes to west Africa and the Atlantic Islands. By 
1480 sugar already came directly to Bristol from Madeira (although not yet in Bris-
tol ships);65 Bristol merchants were sponsoring voyages into the North Atlantic;66 
and English ships were even rumoured to be seeking Andalusian pilots for West 
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Africa.67 Once these new Atlantic routes became regularly sailed the whole shape of 
England’s (and Europe’s) trade networks would change. 
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